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Based on the improvement of the two-way nested coupled tide-surge 
model (NCTSM) for Taiwan Strait, effects of typhoon events on the transport 
through the Taiwan Strait and tide-surge interaction intensified by the trait 
were investigated in this report. 
Transport through the Taiwan Strait under the influence of five typhoons 
was investigated using both buoy observations and numerical model 
simulations during the period 27 August to 5 October 2005. The results show 
that the effects of typhoons on the Taiwan Strait and its adjacent sea area 
caused strong southward transport events in the Taiwan Strait, which changed 
the direction of the Taiwan Strait northward transport temporarily. 
Typhoon-generated local wind stress and/or along-strait water level gradient 
were the direct driving factors in these southward transport events. The 
numerical results show that the Coriolis force made a negative contribution to 
these events and the contribution of the along-strait momentum gradient was 
insignificant. 
Obvious oscillations due to tide-surge interaction were observed by tide 
gauges along the northern Fujian coast, the west bank of the Taiwan Strait, 
during Typhoon Dan (1999). Numerical experiments indicate that nonlinear 
bottom friction (described by the quadratic formula) is a major factor to 
predict these oscillations while the nonlinear advective terms and the shallow 
water effect have little contribution. It is found that the tide-surge interaction 
in the northern portion of the Taiwan Strait is intensified by the strait. 
Simulations based on simplified topographies with and without the island of 
Taiwan show that, in the presence of the island, the channel effect strengthens 
tidal currents and tends to align the major axes of tidal ellipses along the 
channel direction. Storm-induced currents are also strengthened by the 
channel. The pattern of strong tidal currents and storm-induced currents along 
the channel direction enhances tide-surge interaction via the nonlinear bottom 
friction, resulting in the obvious oscillations along the northern Fujian coast. 
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宽约 190 km、平均水深仅有约 60 m 的台湾海峡的海水动力过程必然会引
起不可忽略的影响。 
1.2 研究内容 






































































































































































































该海峡长约 380 km，平均宽约 190 km，水深较浅，平均水深仅有约 60 m
（叶安乐等，1985；张文舟等，2004；Lin 等，2005）。如图 2.1 所示。 
 
 
图 2.1  粗网格和细网格计算区域及水深图（等深线单位：m） 
Figure 2.1 Model domains for the coarse mesh and the fine mesh with bathymetric 
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其中t是时间，λ , ϕ 分别表示纬向（向东为正）和经向（向北为正）坐
标，h为未扰动时的水深，H为总水深，u、 分别表示垂直平均流v qv的东
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